NMAA/NMSPA 2014 SCHOLASTIC PUBLICATION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS

NEWS WRITING
1. Trevor Fields - Eldorado  
2. Gabrielle Hockstra-Johnson - Volcano Vista  
3. Abby Spooner - Eldorado

FEATURE WRITING
1. Alex Wormley - Eldorado  
2. Ezra Baldwin - Highland  
3. Kathryn Sokolowski - Eldorado

SPORTS WRITING
1. Hai-Lam Nguyen - Highland  
2. Ruda Nighot - La Cueva  
3. Calvin Salinger - Volcano Vista

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Morgan Roberts - Highland

REVIEW WRITING
1. Keeley Palomino - Volcano Vista  
2. Felipe Gutierrez - Highland  
3. J.T. Jenkins - Highland

EDITORIAL CARTOONING
1. Brittany Sedillo, Los Lunas  
2. Pilar Martinez, Highland  
3. Lauren Bookwalter - Volcano Vista

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING DESIGN
1. Seth Platt - Highland  
2. Martha Gandarilla - Volcano Vista

NEWSPAPER PHOTOJOURNALISM
1. Hannah Glasgow - Highland  
2. Brianna Torres - Rio Grande  
3. Phuong Mach - Highland

NEWSPAPER PAGE 1
1. Jeremy Metzner - Highland  
2. Michaela Romero - Volcano Vista  
3. Raquel Horta - Volcano Vista

YEARBOOK COVER DESIGN
1. Jauni Mejia - Rio Grande  
2. Joselyn Alderete - Highland  
3. Jasmine Swell - Volcano Vista

YEARBOOK THEME DEVELOPMENT
1. Dayanna Mariscal, Volcano Vista  
2. Julianne Montano - Cibola  
3. Kameryn Talley - Cibola

YEARBOOK DOUBLE PAGE LAYOUT
1. Adelynn Nee - East Mountain  
2. Breanna Cramer - Volcano Vista  
3. Brianna Albo - Volcano Vista

YEARBOOK FEATURE WRITING
1. Angus Brownrigg - Highland  
2. Sadie Herrera - Highland

YEARBOOK PHOTOJOURNALISM
1. Mark Valadez - Highland  
2. Becca Quintana - Highland  
3. Brandi Cherry - Rio Grande

LITERARY MAGAZINE DOUBLE PAGE LAYOUT
1. Deann Arias - Volcano Vista  
2. Paulene Everett - Volcano Vista  
3. Ian Olivarez - Volcano Vista

LITERARY MAGAZINE COVER DESIGN
1. Emily Bird - Eldorado  
2. Juliette Hornet - Volcano Vista

LITERARY MAGAZINE POETRY
1. (three-way tie)  
   Kaitlin Davis - Volcano Vista  
   Trina Vu - Volcano Vista  
   Harmony Farrow - Rio Grande

LITERARY MAGAZINE SHORT STORY
1. Pete Weber - Eldorado  
2. Madalyn Petrow - Volcano Vista  
3. Crestencia Pihlaja - Eldorado

LITERARY MAGAZINE ILLUSTRATION
1. Ibra Dominguez - Volcano Vista  
2. Alaina WiWi - Volcano Vista  
3. Alex Shomaker - Highland

OVERALL TEAM CHAMPIONS
1. Volcano Vista High School - Albuquerque  
2. Highland High School - Albuquerque  
3. Eldorado High School - Albuquerque